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Abstract: 21 

Geoscience is a field of study where nuclear instruments find their place for conducting specific 22 

measurements of radioactivity, usually to improve the monitoring of natural processes using naturally-23 

occurring radioactive tracers, but also for the nuclear industry linked to the mining sector. In geological 24 

samples, the location and identification of the minerals bearing radioactivity at the thin-section scale 25 

remains a major challenge as the detection limit of the usual elementary microprobe techniques is far 26 

higher than the concentration of most of the natural radioactive decay products. The location of each 27 

decay product, as in the case of uranium-238 series in a geomaterial is interesting for relating 28 

radionuclide concentrations to mineralogy. The present study aims to provide spectroscopic 29 

autoradiography analysis method for measuring the initial energy of alpha particles with a parallel 30 

ionization multiplier gaseous detector. This spectroscopic autoradiography method was successfully 31 

used to reproduce the alpha spectra from a 238U decay chain on a geological sample at the thin-section 32 

scale. The characteristics of this measurement are an energy spectrum resolution of 17.2% (FWHM) at 33 

4647 keV and a spatial resolution of at least 50 µm. Even if the efficiency of energy spectrum 34 

reconstruction is low (4.4%) compared to the efficiency of a simple autoradiograph (50%), this novel 35 

measurement approach offers the opportunity to select areas on an autoradiograph to perform an energy 36 

spectrum analysis within that area. This opens up possibilities for the detailed analysis of heterogeneous 37 

geological samples containing natural alpha emitters such as uranium-238 and radium-226. 38 

 39 

 40 

 41 
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1 Introduction 46 

Autoradiography [1] is a non-destructive imaging method for studying and locating in two dimensions 47 

the radioactivity emanating from a surface sample, at scales ranging from hectometer to micrometer [2]. 48 

The distinctiveness of autoradiography is based on the fact that the source is the object itself. 49 

Radioactivity imaging is performed using a detector which integrates and spatializes the radioactive 50 

emissions during a given acquisition time. The image definition is closely related to the choice of sensor. 51 

Film autoradiography (FA) using a silver-bromide emulsion was the first technique employed [3]. It is 52 

still widely used because of its low cost and very good spatial resolution (about 10 µm). To reveal the 53 

signal information, the film must be digitized. Advances in autoradiograph technology now makes it 54 

possible both to digitize the activity map directly and to observe the signal accumulation in real time. 55 

Autoradiography is well suited for use in the life and earth sciences. Thin sections of radiolabelled 56 

animal organs mounted on microscope glass slides are conventionally imaged by autoradiography. Ex 57 

vivo autoradiography is used by biologists as a complementary tool in positron emission tomography 58 

(PET) [4][[5], for instance to better understand drug effects or degenerative diseases. Applications of 59 

autoradiography for geosciences include, among others, the characterisation of pore space and transport 60 

properties of rocks [6][7][8], and the distribution of natural disintegration series in rocks [9]. 61 

In that context, the study of autoradiography use for alpha particle characterisation is increasing in the 62 

geosciences. The present contribution is focused on the study of the natural series found in geo-materials 63 

(rocks or U mill tailings). A lot of devices have been developed for imaging the emission of alpha 64 

particles. The traditional method uses a solid-state nuclear track detector (SSNTD). SSNTD is a 65 

medium, typically a polycarbonate film, in which the passage of an ionizing particle leaves a latent track 66 

that can be made visible by an appropriate chemical treatment. Depending on the track size, the 67 

observation can be performed with the naked eye, using an optical microscope or a scanning electron 68 

microscope (SEM). For further details the reader can refer to applications in geosciences [10][11][12] 69 

and also in biology [13]. Phosphor screens autoradiography (PSA) is an alternative method using 70 

reusable films, that used to be employed for imaging the ppm of U and Th in geo-materials [14]. The 71 

detection of particles is based on the property of phosphorescence. The energy imparted by incident 72 

radiation (light, X-rays, gamma rays, alpha or beta particles) is temporarily stored by the excited atoms 73 

in a photostimulable phosphor plate based on BaFBr: Eu2+. Then, de-excitation can be induced by laser 74 

scanning to stimulate characteristic emissions of photons that are interpreted to form an image. All 75 

autoradiograph techniques of alpha particles described above store information in films. The sample 76 

exposure time can only be estimated, so there is a high risk of overexposure or underexposure. 77 

Nowadays, real-time autoradiography is becoming increasingly favored. The advantages of this 78 

approach are the direct counting of the emissions, the direct digitization of the image in a raster file, and 79 

the real-time acquisition. The first application of real-time autoradiographs was in the field of medicine. 80 

The “α-Camera”, used in alpha-therapy, was developed using a scintillator and a CCD camera [15][16] 81 

with detector area about 5 x 5 cm². The iQID system [21], which uses a similar technology to the α-82 



Camera, is described in [22] ; the detector area can be 4 cm or 12.5 cm diameter. This device has 83 

applications in pre-clinical and clinical scintigraphy [23]. For radiotherapy, the Timepix chip based on 84 

a pixelized semi-conductor is used for alpha particle autoradiography with 14 x 14 mm² area [17][18]. 85 

First developed for biological applications such as alpha-therapy (using 223Ra) [19][20], the BeaQuant 86 

system also created the first alpha autoradiograph of a geological thin section [24]. This technology is 87 

based on a gaseous detector incorporating micromesh Parallel Ionization Multiplier (PIM) [25][26][27] 88 

which allows the detection of both alpha and beta particles, together or separately. Alpha 89 

autoradiography using this detector is considered to be not disturbed by beta particles when used in the 90 

alpha imaging mode. The special feature of this autoradiograph is its large detection surface (up to 20 x 91 

20 cm²) in comparison with other real-time autoradiograph. It has a good spatial resolution (<50 µm for 92 

alpha and 20 µm for beta particles, mainly because the charge distribution is different), and is insensitive 93 

to X-Ray and gamma. The linearity of the detector reaches five orders of magnitude. The maximal 94 

acceptable counting rate over the whole analysed area is 20 × 103 cps (counts per second), and the 95 

background level for alpha counting is in the order of 6.3 x 10-4 cps/mm2. The efficiency for alpha 96 

particle detection is 50% according to Billon, et al., 2019 [28]. 97 

Concurrently, spectroscopic autoradiography (called SA) is performed by simultaneously combining 98 

autoradiography with a spectral measurement. For alpha particles, different types of detector 99 

technologies make this dual measurement possible. But there is often a trade-off between spatial 100 

resolution, energy resolution and the field of view. 101 

SSNTD can be used as a basic SA, by analysing the size distribution of the alpha tracks [29] [30]. A 102 

previous study employing SSNTD demonstrated an energy resolution optimised at around 2% FWHM 103 

[31] by using the range property of alpha particles. The application is however limited when alpha tracks 104 

are overlaid on each other, if the activity is too high or if the exposure time is too long. 105 

A scintillator coupled to a silicon photomultiplier array allows the measurement of the particles’ energy 106 

and emission point. For instance, in [32], the plutonium found around Fukushima has been studied by 107 

spectroscopy allowing the separation of alpha and beta particles. The energy resolution was good, but 108 

the spatial resolution (of 600 µm FWHM) was not suitable for high resolution autoradiography 109 

applications because of the limited pixelisation (64 channels over a 26 x 26 mm2 detection area). 110 

As an alternative to SiPM, a demonstration using an organic scintillator (stilbene) coupled to a 8 x 8 111 

position-sensitive photomultiplier tube (PS-PMT) [33] gave an energy resolution of 21.6% FWHM for 112 

241Am. 113 

Using Timepix [34] for counting and the alpha spectrometer modes to identify and quantify radon and 114 

thorium gave an energy resolution of 2.3% for 241Am (α-decay energies are 5.486 MeV). Following 115 

further calibration in the alpha mode, the energy resolution is 0.7% FWHM [35][36]. However, in terms 116 



of imaging, the restricted detection area of 14 x 14 mm² makes the use of this method impractical for 117 

large samples. The spatial resolution can reach 18 µm [37] for alpha particles. 118 

According to [38], the iQID device can locate and determine the energy of individual particles, with 119 

sufficient energy resolution to distinguish between different particle types (fission fragment, β, and α 120 

decay). However, using a ZnS(Ag) scintillator the expected energy resolution would not be better than 121 

40% FWHM at 5.5 MeV according to reference [39][45]. 122 

The radiobiology application of the fluorescent nuclear track detector (FNTD) has demonstrated its 123 

ability to visualise individual alpha particles and simultaneously measure their position, trajectory 124 

direction and energy with good accuracy [40]. However, the detection area is limited (100 x 100 µm²) 125 

and the energy resolution is 11.8% FWHM for an 241Am source according to [41]. 126 

In the field of gaseous detectors, despite the possibility of having a good energy resolution [42][43], 127 

there are few instruments that can combine imaging and energy measurement. For example, a 31 cm 128 

thick time projection chamber using CF4 showed an energy resolution of 6.7% (K = 1) at 5.3 MeV, and 129 

a spatial resolution of 6.8 mm [44]. The latter detector has been used to measure radioactive impurities 130 

of 238U and 232Th in low activity samples. The resolutions of different technologies are summarized in 131 

Table 1. 132 

In order to meet the needs of the analysis of radioactive geological samples (pluri-centimetric sample 133 

and good spatial resolution), this study examines the possibility of combining the spatial and energy 134 

measurement of emitted alpha particles using the BeaQuant system. Our objective is to evaluate the 135 

possibility of obtaining the energy spectrum of alpha particles, with the final aim of spatializing the 136 

energy distribution on the autoradiograph. This, in order to better characterize the distribution of natural 137 

decay products (notably the 238U series) that can be found in geomaterials [46][47][48]. Examples for 138 

238U series are provided. 139 

2 Alpha SA method using a parallel ionization multiplier 140 

Originally, the used detector was developed and optimized for beta particle autoradiography [25]. 141 

Because alpha and beta particles do not interact in the same way with the detector, a simulation model 142 

was performed with the Geant4 toolkit in order to understand and interpret the data measured. Alphas 143 

deposit more energy than betas per unit path length and have a quasi-straight trajectory. Knowledge of 144 

the particles’ position and energy along their trajectory through the detector is crucial for developing a 145 

spectroscopy method. 146 

2.1 Sample material and the PIM detector characteristics 147 

 148 



2.1.1 Characteristics of a geological sample emission spectrum  149 

Determining the alpha emission energy spectra using the PIM is our main goal. Let E0 be the emission 150 

energy of an alpha particle when leaving the source/sample and penetrating the gas medium. E0 is 151 

influenced by the self-absorption and the loss of energy in interaction with the source media before the 152 

arrival in the detector gas media. Then, the emission energy spectrum of alphas can be modified by the 153 

source geometry (thickness) and nature (density). Three examples of spectra obtained with the AASI 154 

simulation program [49] are shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S1. Note that a source is named 155 

as “thin source” if its thickness can be neglected with respect to the mean range of the alpha particles 156 

propagating into it, and “thick source” otherwise. The red spectrum corresponds to a 0.018 µm (9 g/cm3) 157 

5485 keV mono-energetic 241Am alpha source. The blue one corresponds to the same emitter but in a 9 158 

µm (9 g/cm3) thick source characterized by a staircase shape falling at 5485 keV. The third spectrum (in 159 

green), resulting from a multi-alpha 9 µm thick source (9 g/cm3, the same as the blue spectrum), 160 

illustrates the case of a “real” geological sample containing the 8 alpha emitters isotopes from the decay 161 

chain of 238U at secular equilibrium. One can appreciate the complexity of the spectroscopic approach 162 

applied to geological samples. Indeed, they are often in the form of materials of about 30 µm thick on a 163 

thin section, and may exhibit the three natural decay chains (238U, 235U and 232Th) in which the most 164 

energetic alphas emitting from 214Po (7686 keV) have an average internal range of 20 to 40 µm. This 165 

range combined with usual thickness of the sample means that there is considerable self-absorption and 166 

energy loss. 167 

2.1.2 PIM detector description and charge readout  168 

The detector structure used for this study is schematized in Figure 1. The active part of the detector is a 169 

volume of gas segmented into three zones by two thin micromeshes that are sandwiched between a 170 

cathode and an anode. The cathode of the detector is the sample itself, which is mounted on a microscope 171 

slide and preferably coated with a conducting layer. The gap of 400 µm between the sample and the first 172 

micromesh is achieved with a spacer machined with FR-4 material. This gap creates the first 173 

amplification space (of gain G1), placed directly in contact with the sample. The second zone of 1 cm 174 

thickness is a drift space used to propagate the electron cloud. It is defined by the space between the two 175 

micromeshes. Finally, the space between the second micromesh and the segmented anode defines the 176 

third zone, which is a second amplification stage (of gain G2).  177 

An alpha particle coming from the sample interacts with the gas and generates electron-ion pairs by 178 

ionization of the gas atoms along its rectilinear-like path. The number of primary electrons 179 

(nbprimary_charge) is proportional to the raw energy deposited (Edep) by the alpha particle in the detector. 180 

The electrons created will be multiplied and collected on the segmented reading anode. The induced 181 

currents generated by the charge drift in the amplification space 2 are measured by application-specific 182 

integrated circuits (ASICs). 183 



The intensity of the signal measured is more intense at the position where the alpha particles first ionize 184 

the gas (black colour in amplification space 2, Figure 1), than the intensity measured from the 185 

interactions in the drift space (dark blue in amplification space 2). The two histograms representing the 186 

charge of the collected electrons (called “charge histograms”) are recorded for each event along the X 187 

and Y axes. The initial position of the alpha particles, the energy deposited in the detector and the 188 

projected X and Y distances of the trace are estimated thanks to these charge histograms. Unlike 189 

calorimeters, since not all particles stop in the gas, the deposited energy is not directly proportional to 190 

the emission energy E0. 191 

2.2 Simulation of the alpha emission interaction in PIM with Geant4 192 

 193 

2.2.1 Behavior of alpha particles interacting with the detector 194 

The PIM detector and the alpha tracks modelled with Geant4 are shown in Figure 2. For instructive 195 

purposes a point-like source having energies (E0) uniformly distributed between 0 and 8 MeV has been 196 

simulated. One can clearly notice that alpha particles show a probability of interacting with micromesh 197 

1. The latter plays an important role because its geometry allows only a certain range of incidence angle 198 

of alpha paths. The parameters of micromesh 1 are the diameter of the grid wire (18 µm), the distance 199 

between the axes of two adjacent wires (45 µm) and the material (stainless steel). The angle of incidence 200 

θ is the angle defined by the particle trajectory and the normal to the gas-sample interface. The cut-off 201 

angle θmax of the simulated micromesh has been estimated to 68°. The depth of the gas passed through 202 

(Z coordinate) as a function of the emission energy E0 of the alpha particle is displayed in Figure 3. 203 

From the calculated 2D histogram (Figure 3, left), three types of alpha particle behaviour can be 204 

distinguished with respect to the detector. 205 

- Type-1: Alphas that do not pass through micromesh 1. If E0 < 40 keV, the alpha range in 206 

the gas is less than the depth of the first amplification space (400 µm); this explains why 207 

particles with low emission energy never pass through micromesh 1. If E0 ranges from 40 208 

keV to 6 MeV, about 85% particles do not pass through micromesh 1. From 6 MeV onwards, 209 

this proportion decreases progressively to about 63% for E0 = 8 MeV. If E0 > 40 keV, an 210 

alpha particle deposits part of its energy in the first amplification space and may or may not 211 

be stopped by micromesh 1. For example, when an alpha particle is emitted with an angle 212 

of incidence θ > θmax, then it is always stopped by micromesh 1. Note that the probability of 213 

an alpha particle passing through micromesh 1 increases slightly with E0. Finally, it is 214 

deduced that it is difficult to exploit type-1 alphas for spectroscopic measurements, as the 215 

energy deposition in the gas is not sufficient due to the small depth of the first amplification 216 

space. The fact that these alphas represent on average 80% of the total count is a factor 217 

limiting the efficiency of the spectroscopic measurement. 218 



- Type-2: Calorimetric alphas. These alphas pass through micromesh 1, but do not reach 219 

micromesh 2. The deposited energy of type-2 alphas is equal to the emission energy. For 40 220 

keV < E0 < 1 MeV, the particles passing through micromesh 1 are totally calorimetrized in 221 

the gas, i.e., none of them ever reach micromesh 2. For 1 MeV < E0 < 2.7 MeV, the 222 

proportion of calorimetrized alpha particles gradually decreases until it becomes zero. For 223 

E0 > 2.7 MeV, the proportion of calorimetric alpha particles is generally low. This effect is 224 

due to the cut-off angle which imposes a maximum range in the gas (and consequently a 225 

maximum energy of 2.7 MeV for which a particle cannot be stopped in the gas after passing 226 

through micromesh 1). Nevertheless, this proportion tends to increase to about 10 % for E0 227 

= 8 MeV. This increase for high E0 can be explained by the fact that at high energies, alpha 228 

particles that interact with micromesh 1 can continue their path to be calorimetrized. These 229 

events will be considered as "polluting events" for the proposed application. The type-2 230 

alphas represent on average only 5% of the alphas emitted by the simulated uniform source. 231 

The fact that these alphas were not used for the spectroscopy is explained below in more 232 

detail. 233 

- Type-3: through-going alpha. These are the alpha particles that have managed to pass 234 

through the entire depth of the gas and end up in the anode of the detector (at the Z = 1 cm 235 

coordinate). The energy deposited is therefore different from the initial energy. They 236 

represent on average 15% of the events recorded. On the green curve, the proportion of the 237 

crossing particles is constant and around 20% from 2.7 MeV. Around 6 MeV, there is a 238 

theoretical increase in the proportion of the particles passing through with energy. These 239 

alphas will be highlighted below because they exhibit a link between E0 and the deposited 240 

energy. 241 

2.2.2 From deposited energy to emission energy  242 

To exploit the energy deposited by the crossing particles, the length d of the alpha track will be used:-  243 

� =  ��� + �� + 	²  (cm) 1 

 244 

where x and y are the projected distances along the X and Y axes respectively, and z the thickness of 245 

the gas passed through along the Z axis. However, z is an unknown for type-2 alphas because the detector 246 

does not allow us to measure this coordinate: it is not a time projection chamber. This explains why 247 

type-2 alphas are not used for spectroscopy. Nevertheless, for type-3 alphas, it is possible to fix z to the 248 

thickness of the detector (1 cm). 249 

Knowing the deposited energy Edep and the length of the track d, it is possible to relate Edep/d to the 250 

emission energy of the alpha particle E0. For this, Monte Carlo simulation was used to determine the 251 

distribution Edep/d as a function of E0 for all alpha particles types (Figure 4). 252 



The three types of alpha events described above can be observed in Figure 4, being indicated by three 253 

zones of visible colour on the right-hand distribution. Firstly, the area bordered in green corresponds to 254 

the alphas that pass completely through the detector (type-3). For these alphas, the function Edep/d = 255 

f(E0) follows a bijection. The result is equivalent to the averaged Bethe curve. Secondly, the area 256 

bordered in red corresponds to the calorimetrized alphas (type-2). These alphas disrupt the expected 257 

bijective contribution between 1 MeV and 3 MeV. Thirdly, the alpha events in the orange-bordered area 258 

are those that do not pass through micromesh 1 (type-1). The length d is greatly overestimated which 259 

induces Edep/d < 200 keV/cm for most of these events. Only those alphas that contribute to the bijective 260 

distribution (type-3 alpha - selection in green) are selected; calorimetrized alphas (type-2) cannot be 261 

considered for the analysis because they fall outside the bijective zone. Moreover, the type-2 alpha has 262 

initial energy E0 directly proportional to Edep. But type-2 alpha cannot be used for energy measurement 263 

above 2.7 MeV because their proportion is close to zero (except for “polluting events”). For application 264 

to the 238U series, the measurement range needs to be up to 8 MeV. The way of selecting type-3 alphas 265 

is detailed in the next section. 266 

2.3 Analysis method for spectral reconstruction  267 

According to the simulation, it has been shown that among the three types of events generated, only 268 

type-3 alphas can be used for reconstructing the energy spectrum (from 3 MeV to 8 MeV). The low 269 

threshold of 3 MeV will be further explained in section 2.3.4. Only the alphas passing through the 270 

detector can be used for a spectral reconstruction beyond 3 MeV, because in this case the length (d) of 271 

the track is known and the deposited energy tends to avoid the Bragg peak at the end of the path. This 272 

section describes the method for measuring the energy (E0) spectrum of an alpha-emitting source using 273 

the charge histograms. 274 

2.3.1 Particle identification  275 

The question is now to find a criterion to select type-3 alphas only. The statistical criterion used is 276 

kurtosis, calculated on the charge histograms collected on the anode. The kurtosis coefficient can be 277 

interpreted as a “shape feature” for charge histograms: a high value of kurtosis indicates that the 278 

distribution is rather concentrated; in contrast, a low value of kurtosis describes a flat distribution. 279 

Normalized kurtosis was used for the calculation (see equation 3). It is -1.2 for a continuous uniform 280 

distribution, and rises to +3 for a Laplace distribution. It is 0 for a normal distribution. This coefficient 281 

is useful because in most of the cases, the traversing alpha (type-3) does not deposit the "Bragg peak" 282 

at the end of the path: it presents a flatter profile than the calorimetric alpha (type-2) ones. But in a few 283 

cases, the peaked characteristic of the Bragg curve can be present in charge histograms for type-3 alpha. 284 

Moreover, calorimetric alpha can have a charge distribution close to flat. Such a wide range of behaviour 285 

makes it difficult to show a perfect discrimination between type-2 and type-3 alpha. Figure 5 (on the 286 

left) gives an example of a charge histogram. The amplification "peak" is located here at position X = 0 287 



cm while the "Bragg peak" is located at X = -1.2 cm. This is why it is necessary to ignore the 288 

amplification peak for the calculation of kurtosis. 289 

If X is a real random variable defined on an interval, then the kurtosis of X, Kurt(X), is defined such 290 

as:- 291 

 ������� = � ��� − μ� ��� =  μ��� 

 

2 

and the normalised kurtosis is:- 292 

 ����� �!��� = ������� − 3 3 

 293 

where E is the mathematical expectation; µ = E(X), the average of X; µ4 is the central moment of order 294 

4; and σ, the standard deviation. Kurtosis is calculated bin by bin on the charge histograms. Figure 6 295 

shows the kurtosis distribution for the three types of alpha particles. The kurtosis of the type-3 alphas 296 

shows a different distribution; for example, the majority of the type-3 alphas have a kurtosis close to -297 

1.2 (green distribution, Figure 6) while type-1 and type-2 alphas exhibit a kurtosis above -1. 298 

By selecting the peak related to the type-3 alphas, most of the alpha which are not usable for 299 

spectroscopic measurement is eliminated. The upper boundary of the peak selection is at the interface 300 

between the “pass-through” particles (green) and the calorimetrized particles (red). This interface is not 301 

clearly defined as an overlap occurs between the green and red curves. However, by placing the 302 

threshold at the intersection, on the abscissa there is a low percentage (3.4%) of calorimetrized particles 303 

selected (against 95.8 % of pass-through alpha selected, and 0.8 % of alpha that do not pass through 304 

micromesh 1). The setting of this threshold was optimized to reduce this percentage but without lowering 305 

the final efficiency. An identical kurtosis calculation was also performed on the Y charge histogram. 306 

Considering the charge histograms according to X and Y and using kurt(X) < -1.1 && kurt(Y) < -1.1, 307 

6.4% of the events were selected from all the detected alphas used for autoradiography analysis. Once 308 

the (-1.1) threshold is defined, it is a constant that does not depend on any gains which can be 309 

subsequently applied to the deposited energy. 310 

2.3.2 Measurement of the energy deposited in the gas by the alpha particles  311 

The energy deposited (Edep) by an alpha particle in the gas is the sum of the energy deposited in the drift 312 

space and the amplification space 1. Edep is calculated considering both the charge deposits along the X 313 

and Y axis. Figure 5 shows a simulated charge histogram along the X axis. This is the type of data 314 

provided by the PIM detector where the algorithm is applied. 315 

The relationship between the deposited energy Edep lost by an alpha particle to create the primary number 316 

of charges measured is given by the following equation:- 317 

 �#$% = & × ()*+,-.+/_12.+3$ 4 



where W (eV) is the average ionisation energy (in neon gas W = 36 eV). The energy can be determined 318 

from the integral of the charge histogram (Figure 5, right). The energy deposited in the total gas volume 319 

of the detector along the X axis (EdepX) is not the integral of the entire charge histogram, but only the 320 

integral of the green area (right of Figure 5). EdepX can be determined using the decomposition depicted 321 

in Figure 5 (right), following equation 5:- 322 

 �#$%4 = �565.74 − �%$.84 + �$95+.%67.5,6:4   5 

where EtotalX is the integral of energy measured all along the track (in the drift space and amplification 323 

space 1), EpeakX the integral of energy in the amplification peak (EpeakX = E1x + EextrapolationX), and 324 

EextrapolationX is the energy corresponding to the mean of the primary charges created in the amplification 325 

space and multiplied by W. The same calculation is performed for determining EdepY for the charge 326 

histogram relates to the Y axis, Edep being finally obtained by EdepX + EdepY. The charges related to Edep 327 

measurement undergo several stages of amplification and drift, which degrades the resolution on the 328 

measured Edep. The main charge peak cannot be used to determine E0 because it corresponds to the 329 

energy deposited in the first amplification zone. This one undergoes a gain which is a function of the Z 330 

position of the charge created in the amplification space. During this process, the information on the 331 

deposited energy is thus degraded. As a consequence, the energy resolution would be insufficient using 332 

the main charge peak because the energy deduced from the main peak would be difficult to compare to 333 

Edep. 334 

2.3.3 Length of ionisation tracks of particles in the gas, and selection of long tracks 335 

As stipulated previously in section 2.2.2 the calculation of track length is only possible for particles 336 

passing through the whole thickness of the detector. Nevertheless, an additional selection criterion of 337 

the tracks is necessary. Indeed, some of the preserved tracks correspond to alphas transmitted with a low 338 

angle of incidence. This implies that the deposited energy will be overlapped with the amplification 339 

peak. Moreover, a certain number of bins is necessary for the calculation of Eextrapolation. Therefore, a 340 

minimum projected track length �%+6; =  ���_!<(� + ��_!<(� is required in order to correctly 341 

measure the deposited energy. This minimum length is set to dproj = 0.71 cm as dx_min = dy_min = 0.5 342 

cm. (this length corresponding to 5 bins of the charge distribution in Epeak plus 8 bins to calculate 343 

Eextrapolation and Edep, where 1 bin is equal to 400 µm). By applying this distance filtering in the X and Y 344 

axes, an overall theoretical efficiency of 5% is obtained for the spectral reconstruction. Note that this 345 

filtering also allows the elimination of a very large number of particles that do not pass through 346 

micromesh 1. Only 0.075% of these particles are selected by this distance filtering. Thus, the pollution 347 

from these particles is considered as negligible. To summarize, extracting Edep from the charge 348 

histograms imposes a selection on dproj in addition to the kurtosis criterion; these selections reduce the 349 

theoretical efficiency to 5%. This efficiency is the amount of alpha selected for the energy spectrum 350 

reconstruction divided by the amount of alpha reaching the detector and used to create the 351 



autoradiograph image. By calculation, 37% of the whole type-3 alphas are selected for energy 352 

reconstruction. 353 

2.3.4 Reconstruction of the energy spectrum of the source 354 

The energy dE lost by a particle per unit length dX in a medium is defined by the linear stopping power 355 

S = - dE/dx (MeV/cm). This can be described for a charged particle by the Bethe formula [50]. The 356 

stopping power depends on both the kinetic energy of the particle, and the transverse medium. The 357 

stopping power (or the mass stopping power S.1/ρ) is referenced on the ASTAR database [51] and 358 

plotted as a function of the kinetic energy for alpha particles in Supplementary Material, Figure S2. For 359 

the range of 2 MeV to 100 MeV the near-linearity of the log-log plot over S Energy suggests a power 360 

law relationship of the form dE/dx = cEd or reciprocally E = a(dE/dx)b. For a non-relativistic particle, at 361 

moderate energies, the Bethe formula is dominated by 1/v² or inversely with particle energy, suggesting 362 

b = 1. However, it represents only a theoretical approximation; furthermore, the Bethe formula breaks 363 

down at very low energy. So, the power function with “b” and “a” as parameters will be used in this 364 

section as a fitting function to establish the relationship between Edep/d and E0. 365 

In addition, a gaseous detector needs amplification in order to have enough charge collected to detect a 366 

signal above the electronic noise. So, the energy deposited in the gas (Edep) can be defined as an initial 367 

energy deposited in the gas (Edep_ini) multiplied by a gain G2 created by the amplification space 2:- 368 

�#$% = =� × �#$%_,:, 6 

The emission energy E0 of the particle is calculated as a function of the energy deposited in the gas (Edep) 369 

and the length of the track (d) by applying a power function (equation 7), which corresponds to the fit 370 

of the bijection linking Edep/d and E0 obtained on the type-3 alpha (see above Figure 4):- 371 

�> ��#$%� � = ? × ��#$%� �@
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For any gain G2, the power law for the calibration function can be written as equation 8:- 372 

�> ��#$%� � = ? × �=�. �#$%_,:5� �@
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For a detector without gain (i.e. G2 = 1), there is a new function with new coefficient a’ and b’ defined 373 

in equation 9. 374 

�>′ ��#$%_,:,� � = ?′ × ��#$%_,:5� �@C
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There is an equality with energy measurement E0 = E0’, which means that (8) = (9). Theoretically, b 375 

must depend only on the physical parameters of the detector, mainly the density and the gas composition. 376 

That results in the calculation of G2 in equation 10: 377 



D ) =  )′
=� =  E?′? FG@ 
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In order to simplify the simulation, the choice was made to fix G2 = 1. In this case Edep is equal to Edep_ini 378 

and the coefficients become b = b’ = b_sim, and a = a’ = a_sim. 379 

Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between the energy deposited by the particles in the gas per unit 380 

length (Edep/d) and the initial energy of the particles (E0) more precisely. The parameters a_sim and 381 

b_sim of this power law are determined by adjustment (see red curve Figure 7). The fit gives a_sim = 382 

20183600 and b_sim = -1.26. 383 

This distribution has been drawn without plotting the alpha that interact with micromesh 1 and lose part 384 

of their energy inside it. The effect of those alpha is visible on Figure 8 where E0_reconstructed, a 385 

function of E0_initial, should follow a linear function if the spectral reconstruction succeeds. For 74.5 % 386 

of alpha, it is the case. But for 24 % the initial energy is modified. This modification is not an error of 387 

reconstruction because it is intrinsically due to interaction between the alpha and micromesh 1 (alpha 388 

can be of type-2 or -3). However, the selected alpha with E0 < 1.5 MeV (1.5 %) do not follow the power 389 

reconstruction function precisely. Those effects are visible in the final energy spectrum reconstruction 390 

on Figure 9. 391 

Figure 9 (left) gives the initial energy spectrum E0 obtained with the algorithm described in this section, 392 

which would have been a uniform spectrum between 0 MeV and 8 MeV. The corresponding efficiency 393 

Figure 9 (right) is the number of alpha selected in the spectrum with original energy E0, divided by the 394 

number of alpha generated by the source at E0 energy. 395 

Firstly, on the reconstructed spectrum, an under-count of around 8 MeV is observed, caused by the effect 396 

of energy resolution. Secondly, between 2 and 3 MeV, an over-count is observed, caused by: (1) 397 

calorimetric particles which are not filtered by the kurtosis criterion (with E0 < 1.5 MeV) and which are 398 

reconstructed as higher energy they have; and (2) alphas which lose energy because of micromesh 1. 399 

Thirdly, another effect is visible on the reconstructed spectrum. It looks as if the spectrum decreases 400 

slightly from 4 to 8 MeV which is contradictory to the efficiency curve. This does not stem from the 401 

efficiency of the detection method. Such behaviour is inherited from the selected alpha which interact 402 

and lose energy inside micromesh 1 and change the final distribution of reconstructed energy. 403 

As a consequence, the range of the spectrum lower than 3 MeV has not been used because of the over-404 

count in that range. The maximum energy studied is 8 MeV (this is a limitation coming from 238U series). 405 

The valid measurement ranges from 3 to 8 MeV. In this case, the mean efficiency is defined by the 406 

number of alpha falling inside this energy range [3-8 MeV] divided by the total number of alpha 407 

detected, and has a value of 3.9 %. 408 



The Geant4 simulation used in this section has its own limitations. For instance, thermodynamics 409 

phenomena (variations of temperature and pressure) are not considered, as well as electronic noise 410 

associated to the ASIC reading. Moreover, electric fields, recombination phenomena and grid 411 

transparency are not considered. The electron drift speed is not taken into account in the proposed 412 

simulations (Vd_electron = 5 cm/µs), which may induce shifts in the charge measurement between the 413 

beginning and end of the track. No physical simulation of the gain G2 in the second amplification space 414 

(this gain is considered as unitary) has been performed. Some parameters of the simulation are defined 415 

after experimental feedback, such as the amplification gain in the first space. The proposed simulation 416 

is however sufficient to obtain data and spectra comparable to those measured by the PIM detector. By 417 

analysing these data, a methodology is established here that enables the measurement of an energy 418 

spectrum of an alpha particle source. 419 

3 Results 420 

The previous section described a method to theoretically measure an energy spectrum for alpha particles. 421 

In order to apply this method to real samples it is important to develop a calibration method. A calibrated 422 

sample with multiple radionuclides was used. 423 

3.1 Thin source of 226Ra used for calibration 424 

The calibration source described (named 226Ra source) is a disk (NucFilm DiscTM) composed of a thin 425 

layer of manganese dioxide containing radium-226. This source covers a polyamide support of 24 mm 426 

diameter. The 226Ra is trapped in a 20 mm diameter area. The 226Ra decays and emits an emission energy 427 

spectrum which is assimilated to that of a thin source including the 226Ra and its decay products 428 

(Supplementary Material, table S1). 429 

In Figure 10 the spectrum of the 226Ra source was measured using an alpha spectrometer CANBERRA 430 

model 7401, coupled with a passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detector for alpha spectroscopy 431 

(A450-18AM, 450 mm²,18 keV FWHM at 5.486 MeV). The 226Ra activity is higher than for its 432 

daughters. For an acquisition time of 28811 s (~8h), the recorded counting rate is 0.28 cps for an energy 433 

spectrum ranging from 1 to 8 MeV. The alpha spectrum is not that of a perfectly fine source, but it 434 

comes close. For the presented application, this source is nevertheless considered as a fine source 435 

because the width of the observed peaks is well below the energy resolution of the used device. 436 

The measurement was conducted using a large area sample holder (12 x 8 cm2) with the BeaQuant, 437 

using Alpha-mode, with the 226Ra source in the center of the sample holder. This sample holder was a 438 

little different from the configuration used in the simulation. In this case, the source needed to be placed 439 

on another micromesh. Each contact between this micromesh and the source reduced the number of 440 

alpha detected, and introduced an optical transparency of 51%. But this new component did not change 441 

the methodology used for the energy measurement. The autoradiograph representing the spatial 442 

distribution of the radioactivity on the source surface is shown in Figure 11. 443 



To determine the a and b parameters of equation 7, it was necessary to use a calibration source during 444 

each acquisition. This source had to contain two sufficiently distinct energy peaks Ecal1 and Ecal2, 445 

separated by at least 2 MeV, in a range between 3.5 and 8 MeV; the 226Ra source with its daughters was 446 

then used as a calibration source. Its emission spectrum contains the main 226Ra peak at 4784 keV and 447 

the 214Po peak at 7686 keV. In this sample, the system of two equations with two unknowns to be solved 448 

is the following (equation 11):- 449 

 H? × �G@ = �1.7G ? × ��@ = �1.7�  
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where x1 and x2 are the values of Edep/d associated respectively with Ecal1 = 4670 keV and Ecal2 = 7392 450 

keV. These values are calculated by fitting the degraded alpha energy spectrum of Figure 10, to take the 451 

detector energy resolution into account. This degraded alpha energy spectrum is obtained by convolving 452 

the spectrum on Figure 10 by a normal law of fixed standard deviation (σ = 342 keV). Because the 453 

energy resolution is “worth” more than the energy resolution of the spectrum on Figure 10, the two 454 

energy peaks Ecal1 and Ecal2 do not correspond to the peaks defined above. An average of energy around 455 

the two peaks results from this degradation, which is however very close to their theoretical values. 456 

Moreover, the corresponding theoretical energy is also shifted by the sample thickness. 457 

The expression of a and b is deduced by equation 12:- 458 

 

IJK
JL ) =  ln(�1.7G�1.7�)ln(�G��)  

? =  ��1.7G ∗ �1.7� ∗ PQ@ RS(√9U9V)
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To determine the variables X1 and X2, a fitting of the Edep/d distribution (Figure 12) is performed using 459 

two Gaussian functions. These histograms were built after selecting particles passing through the 460 

detector according to the method described in Section 2.3. The values of X1 and X2 correspond to the 461 

expectation of each normal distribution. In the example of the 226Ra source studied, X1 = 22220 462 

channels/cm and X2 = 15686 channels/cm. 463 

The calibrated values of the coefficients calculated using equation 12 are b = -1.31 and a = 2422661904. 464 

It can be seen that a and b are different from the simulation (a_sim and b_sim), and this shows the need 465 

for a calibration. 466 

Finally, the energy E0 is measured particle by particle with the power law defined with the parameters a 467 

and b calculated previously. Figure 13 shows the spectrum reconstructed with this power law. The 468 

spectrum is plotted on Figure 13 (in red) and superimposed on the alpha spectrum obtained with alpha 469 

spectrometry after degradation. It is consistent with the spectrum of the source measured by alpha 470 

spectrometry and confirmed the hypothesis that the proportion of 226Ra has remained constant over time. 471 

The energy resolution of the PIM detector can also be deduced from these results. It is measured at 7.3 472 



% (K = 1) or 17.2% FWHM at 4647 keV by fitting the corresponding peak with a normal distribution. 473 

The corresponding reconstruction efficiency is 5.4 % between 3 and 8 MeV. 474 

The coefficient “a” depends on the gain G2 corresponding to the second amplification space. This gain 475 

G2 is a constant multiplication factor applied to Edep for all alpha events and can vary from one 476 

acquisition to another. The method to determinate the coefficient “a” (or indirectly G2) is described in 477 

the next section. 478 

 479 

3.2 Calibration optimisation when the gain G2 is variable 480 

It can be seen that the “a” coefficient from the calibration method is far higher than from the simulation 481 

“a_sim”. Such a result is in agreement with the expression of the “a” coefficient, including the gain G2. 482 

Equation 13 gives the relation linking G2 and “a” coefficient:- 483 

W ) =  )′? =  ?′=�@ 
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where a’ and b’ are coefficients from a real acquisition using gain G2 = 1, and a and b are coefficients 484 

from a real acquisition with any gain G2 (because b < 0 and G2 > 0 then a > a’). 485 

It can be seen that G2 is easier to introduce because it gives a physical sense to the “a” coefficient. G2 486 

can be determined thanks to the calibration process described hereafter. 487 

Concurrently, the coefficients a’ and b’ cannot be determined experimentally because if we set G2 = 1 488 

with the electronics, there will not be enough charge collected by the detector to go above the threshold 489 

charge detection. However, the modelling described in Section 2.3 was achieved with G2 = 1 (Edep = 490 

Edep_int). So, it is possible to fix the coefficient by a’ = a_sim. Another issue is that b’ = b ≠ b_sim. So, if 491 

a_sim is used, the results of G2 will not be the realistic value of the gain, but a relative value (because 492 

a_sim is an approximation of a’):- 493 

=� =  �?_X<!? �G@
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According to this method the value of G2 can be estimated with equation 14. With the calibration source 494 

a calculated value is G2_cal = 38.16. 495 

Now, the calibration processes can be optimized in order to calibrate “any” sample by calculating the 496 

“a” coefficient. For that, the coefficient b = -1.31 is fixed by the calibration method thanks to the 226Ra 497 

source. Then, the coefficient a’= a_sim = 20183600 is also fixed. Finally, G2 is calculated when the 498 

difference ε (defined in equation 15) between the spectroscopy chain alpha spectrum distribution after 499 

degradation (S1i) and the spectrum distribution (S2i) is a minimum. G2 can be “adjusted” (so “a” also 500 

changes). ε is plotted in Figure 14 for different value of G2. 501 



Y(=�)  =  Z[(\1, − \2,(=�))²:
,_G  
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By applying this minimization of error technique, a corresponding G2 = 38.15 was determined when ε 502 

is at its minimum. G2 is nearly identical to G2_cal with the first calibration process. With this technique, 503 

any sample can be calibrated if the alpha spectrum determined by alpha spectrometry is known. 504 

3.3 Application using a geological sample  505 

In order to test and validate the energy spectrum reconstruction method, an acquisition of a thick 506 

geological sample exhibiting 238U and its decay products at secular equilibrium was achieved. The 507 

results are described hereafter. 508 

The source is a uranium ore from Congo (rock age 600 My), containing uraninite (UO2), and showing 509 

some localized uranotile and coffinite alterations. It was prepared at Bessines sur Gartempe (France) 510 

and comes from the historical collection of Orano Mining (sample 9689-03). The sample is in the form 511 

of a 7 mm-thick uraninite "piece" placed in a resin and polished on its surface. The emission energy 512 

spectrum of this source was measured with an alpha spectrometer CANBERRA model 7401 (Figure 513 

15), over an acquisition time of 9671 s (~ 2.5 h). The measured counting rate is 83.7 cps between 3000 514 

keV and 8000 keV. 515 

The sample is considered as a multi-alpha thick source. The measured spectrum corresponds to the 516 

superposition of eight energy steps coming from the eight alpha emitters of the 238U natural decay chain 517 

(Supplementary Material, table S2). The source is at secular equilibrium, so that all isotopes from the 518 

decay chain demonstrate the same alpha activity. In the 238U series, 2.5 My are approximately necessary 519 

to reach secular equilibrium (corresponding to about ten periods of 234U). 520 

The autoradiograph image shown in Figure 16 (right) was performed with the large area sample holder 521 

in order to be under the same conditions as the calibration source presented above in Alpha-mode. The 522 

surface activity measured is 418 cps (or 0.9 cps/mm²). The acquisition time used for measuring a 523 

spectrum on the whole section is 7239 s. 524 

The spectrum of the 238U sample is measured by applying the spectral reconstruction method. This 525 

spectrum is shown in red in Figure 17, and it was adjusted using the calibration method described in 526 

section 3.2, with the error ε minimization. During this calibration, the spectrum taken as a reference for 527 

the calculation of error is the one from Figure 15 which has been degraded by normal function 528 

convolution (shown in blue on Figure 17). The calibration leads to the calculation of gain G2 = 36.90. 529 

The spectrum matches the alpha spectroscopy chain. The counting rate recorded in the range of [3-9] 530 

MeV is 18.7 cps. So, the efficiency of the spectrum reconstruction is 4.4 % in this energy range, and the 531 

PIM detector has 22.3 % of the efficiency of the alpha spectrometer described above. The superposition 532 



region around 3 MeV is still visible. A slight decrease in efficiency at 4.5 MeV is also observed. Overall, 533 

the two spectra in Figure 17 are very similar. 534 

The results mean that the PIM detector can both measure the position of alpha particles and measure 535 

their energy. The efficiency of the developed spectroscopic technique is globally low. This can be a 536 

detection limit for some applications if the sample activity is low. The acquisition time can also be 537 

adjusted to compensate with this low efficiency. For example, considering that 2000 entries in the energy 538 

spectrum are sufficient for interpretation, this corresponds to a count rate of 0.075 cps for one week of 539 

acquisition time. In terms of uranium content, and considering a 1 mm2 region of interest, this count rate 540 

is related to about 3 wt% of uranium in secular equilibrium. If the application of the spectral modality 541 

seems feasible for multi-source, it needs to be tested more deeply for heterogeneous geological samples. 542 

4 Conclusion  543 

The described energy spectrum measurement method is based on an algorithm applied to data of an ideal 544 

point source representing the interaction of alpha particles with a PIM detector, whose elements were 545 

geometrically optimized. The spectral reconstruction efficiency is 4.4%, and the energy resolution is 546 

poor compared to a semiconductor (but is still better than other technologies). In addition, the efficiency 547 

can surely be improved by using a sample holder in exactly the same configuration as shown in Figure 548 

1, and also by optimising the algorithm of energy reconstruction. However, these results already make 549 

it viable to use spectroscopic autoradiography on geological samples. This measurement will allow the 550 

study of the spatial distribution of uranium and its descendants in geo-materials by coupling SEM 551 

characterizations. For this purpose, a complementary complex radioactive source material modelling 552 

could be considered. The direct application of this dual modality (energy-position) of analysis will be 553 

the subject of future developments. The measurement of the radioactive equilibrium state of 554 

heterogeneous geological structures, and the quantitative mapping of 226Ra radioactivity are now being 555 

actively studied. 556 
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Figure 1: Principle of the PIM detector. An alpha particle is coming from the sample, and interacts with 

the gas within the chamber of the detector. 

 

Figure 2: Alpha track visualization with Geant4 in the (X, Z) plane close to micromesh 1. The alpha 

source is a point source. Micromesh 1 is simulated by a set of bars parallel to the X and Y axes, the bars 

parallel to the Y axis in the (X, Y) plane are visible. The z distance between the source and micromesh 

1 is 400 µm. 

 

Figure 3: Left: 2D histogram showing the depth of gas passed (Z in cm) as function of the alpha emission 

energy E0. Right: Proportion of the three identifiable alpha event types as a function of E0. 

 

Figure 4: Bethe curves (Edep/d = f(E0)) obtained using Geant4 simulations, for all types of alphas. Left: 

using d = ��� + �� + �², which cannot be experimentally measured; Right: using d =  ��� + �� + 1 

which can be estimated using the PIM. The orange, red and green selections correspond to alpha types 

1, 2 and 3, respectively. 

 

Figure 5: Left: Boundaries used in charge histogram (in X here) for the calculation of kurtosis (for type-

2 alpha event example). Right: schematic illustration of the total energy calculation. 

 

Figure 6: Kurtosis distribution for the three alpha types; type-1 in blue; type-2 in red; type-3 in green. 

 

Figure 7: Distribution of E0 according to Edep/d, obtained for particles sorted by kurtosis and projected 

distance criteria (Bethe curve). The distribution is adjusted by a power law (in red). 

 

Figure 8: Distribution of E0 reconstructed versus E0 initial when the particle leaves the source. 

 

Figure 9: Left: Reconstructed spectrum, obtained from a uniform activity source; Right: efficiency of 

the reconstruction method. 



 

Figure 10:  Energy spectrum of the 226Ra source obtained with an alpha spectrometry chain (acquisition 

made in 2017). 

 

Figure 11: alpha autoradiograph of the 226Ra source obtained with the autoradiograph. A surface 

counting rate of 0.32 cps was measured. 

 

Figure 12: Distribution of Edep/d for selected alpha particles of 226Ra calibration sample. 

 

Figure 13: Comparison of the spectrum (divided by their respective internals) of the calibration source 

(226Ra) obtained experimentally with the PIM detector and SA method (red) with the spectrum obtained 

from the spectroscopy chain, after degradation (blue). 

 

Figure 14: Difference between spectrum 1 (spectroscopy chain alpha spectrum distribution after 

degradation) and spectrum 2 (PIM detector spectrum depending of G2) distributions for 226Ra source, 

function of gain G2. 

 

Figure 15: Energy spectrum of uranium ore sample measured by alpha spectrometry. There are 8 alpha 

emitters from the 238U decay product:  238U, 234U, 230Th, 226Ra, 222Rn, 218Po, 214Po and 210Po. 

 

Figure 16:  Picture (left) of the uranium ore sample from the Congo (in the form of a “piece”) and the 

corresponding alpha autoradiograph (right). 

 

Figure 17: Comparison of the spectrum (divided by its respective internal) of uranium ore obtained with 

the PIM detector and SA method (in red) with the spectrum obtained from the spectrometry chain after 

degradation (in blue). 





































Table 1: Comparative table of important parameters describing the spectroscopic autoradiography 

devices. These parameters are related to alpha particles detection. 

Detector Sensitive 

Material 

technology 

Energy 

Resolution 

(FWHM) 

Spatial 

Resolution 

Active Area Reference(s) 

SiPM Ce:GAGG 

Scintillator 

13% (5.5 

MeV)  

600 µm 26x26 mm² [32] 

PSPMT Stilbene 21.6% (5.5 

MeV) 

- 20x20 mm² [33] 

CCD Camera ZnS(Ag)   56.4 % (5.5 

MeV) 

390 µm 26x26 mm² [45] 

Timepix Silicon semi-

conductor 

0.73% (5.5 

MeV) 

18 µm 14x14 mm² [36] [37] 

SSNTD Lexan 

polycarbonate 

6.9% (5.2 

MeV)  

Several 

micrometers 

 [29] [30] 

FNTD Al2O3:C,Mg 

crystals 

11.8% (5.49 

MeV)  

- 70x70 µm² [41] 

Micro-TPC Gas: CF4 15.8% (5.3 

MeV)  

6.8 mm 95x95 mm² [44] 

Coplanar 

electrode 

Gas:  Xe + 

0.7% CH4 

1.3% (5.49 

MeV) 

No position 100 mm [42] 

Coplanar 

electrode 

Gas: Ar + 

10% CH4 

2.2% (5.49 

MeV) 

No position  - [43] 

 




